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Directions For Use

Note! To prevent getting locked out of product, follow
below instructions carefully and see below support web site

Note! To prevent getting locked out of product, follow
below instructions carefully and see below support web site
The ShurLok II operates on a patented system of two groups of
combinations. One combination opens the shackle (initial factory
setting on 0-0-0-0) and the second combination opens the front
key storage door (initial factory setting on 3-3-3-3). To change
the factory default settings and set your own combination, follow
the instructions below.
1. Set dials on shackle opening combination (factory setting on
0-0-0-0) and open the shackle.
2. Use a coin or paper clip to turn the change button 90 degrees
(1/4 turn) clock-wise. Never force the change button. If it is
difficult to turn, make sure the numbers are lined up and that
you have the correct combination (screw won’t turn unless shackle
is on opening combination.)
3. Set the combination to the desired shackle combination.
4. Return the change button to the original position by turning
counter-clockwise 90 degrees (1/4 turn)
5. The front facing key door combination is automatically set when
the new shackle combination is set. Follow the chart below to find
the new combination for the front door.
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A new combination can be reset in the future by setting the dials to the opening
shackle combination at that time prior to going to step #2
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Example: Shackle combination set to 7729 -- Door combination would then be 0052
Want a specific door combination? Start with the door row in above chart and convert to what
shackle code needs set at in order for the desired door code to work.
Example: Door combination 8143 -- The shackle combination should then be set to 5810
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Want a specific door combination? Start with the door row in above chart and convert to what
shackle code needs set at in order for the desired door code to work.
Example: Door combination 8143 -- The shackle combination should then be set to 5810

Need Help? Visit: www.shurlok-products.com/support/ for
more detailed instructions, videos and more!
We offer a free combination reset service for the first year!
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Love our product? Please give us a great review from where you purchased!
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